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LEE CHU KEONG

NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL 
UNIVERSITY

The Importance of
Reading Programmes
閱讀計畫的重要性

Introduction

� Chemical Engineer

� Programme Director, MSc (Knowledge Management) 

Programme at the Nanyang Technological University 

� Subjects I teach

� Sources and Services

� Management and Business Sources and Services

� Science and Technology Sources and Services

� Art and Music Libraries
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Two Topics

Reading
�

Agenda

� The R’s and the “Literacies” R’s與讀寫能力

� Reading 閱讀

� Three Studies, and Some Statistics 三個研究與一些統
計數據

� Neil Postman

� Anne Cunningham and Keith Stanovich

� Mariah Evans, Jonathan Kelley, Joanna Sikora and Donald 
Treiman

� Some Statistics

� Library reading programmes 圖書館閱讀計畫
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The 3 R’s

Reading

wRiting

aRithmetic

The 7 C’s

� Cash

� Car

� Credit Card

� Condominium

� Country Club membership

� Career

� Credentials
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The Other 3 R’s

Reasoning

Resilience

Responsibility

The Three Literacies

Information Literacy

Media Literacy

Statistical Literacy

Digital 
Literacy
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But all these literacies rely on one skill:

所有的讀寫能力都依賴一項重要技巧:

Reading

What is Reading?

Simplistically, reading involves lifting meaning from a 

particular passage!簡單來說閱讀就是從特定段落提取

出他的涵義

Reading is the process of constructing meaning from 

written texts.  It is a complex skill requiring the 

coordination of a number of interrelated sources of 

information.閱讀是從文字單句上化為有意義的過程，

他是一個複雜需要協調許多相關聯資訊來源的技巧
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From Which Sources of Information?
從哪些資訊來源

Reading is the process of constructing meaning

through the dynamic interaction among:

(1) the reader’s existing knowledge;

(2) the information suggested by the text being read; 

and

(3) the context of the reading situation.

Importance of Reading to the Individual
閱讀對於個人的重要性

Reading is a basic life skill.  It is a cornerstone for a 

child’s success in school and, indeed, throughout life.  

Without the ability to read well, opportunities for 

personal fulfillment and job success inevitably will be 

lost.
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Understanding Instructions on Medicine
了解藥物的處方服用方式

Filling up an Application Form
填寫申請表單
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Reading Signs
辨別標誌

Following a Map
遵照地圖路線
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Importance of Reading to Society
閱讀對於社會的重要性

Reading is important for the society as well as  the 

individual.  Schooling is an investment that forms 

human capital – knowledge, skills and problem-

solving ability that have enduring value.

However …

… for a long time, reading 
was the prerogative of elite 
classes.
在以前，只有菁英階級才有閱讀的特權
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Reading Involves Two Processes
閱讀包括兩個過程

(1) Word recognition識字‒ the process of perceiving 

how written symbols correspond to one’s spoken 

language

(2) Comprehension 理解‒ the process of making 

sense of words, sentences and connected text

Reading Requires Motivation
閱讀需要有動機

It will take most children several years to learn to read 

well.  Somehow, their attention must be sustained 

during this period and they must not lose the hope that 

eventually, they will become successful readers.
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Reading Continuously Develops
閱讀是不斷的發展

Reading is a continuously developing skill.  Like 

playing a musical instrument, reading is not 

something that is mastered once and for all at a certain 

age.  Rather, it is a skill that continues to improve 

throughout life.

Reading Begins at Home
閱讀從家開始

Children acquire knowledge before coming to school

that lays the foundation for reading.

They acquire concepts for understanding things, 

events, thoughts, and feelings, and the vocabulary and 

grammar for expressing these concepts.
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Reading Begins at Home
閱讀從家開始

When children enter school, parents expectations and 

home language and experience continue to influence 

how much and how well children read.

Reading Starts with Our Senses
閱讀從我們的感覺開始

Reading starts when we begin to wonder at the world

about us.  It starts with the recognition of repeated 

events like thunder, lightning and rain.  It starts with 

the seasons and the growth of things.  It starts with an 

ache that vanished with food or water.
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Reading Starts with Our Senses
閱讀從我們的感覺開始

Reading begins when the mother, holding the child’s 

hands says that a day is “beautiful” or “cold”, or that 

the wind is “soft”.

This is why reading 
begins at home!

To Some People, Any Stimulus Will Do
對於有些人任何刺激都有效

What people read and write may make them smarter, 

but so will any activity that engages the mind, 

including interesting conversations.
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Even the Television!

By bringing the entire world into the living room, the 

television has created a brighter, more aware 

generation, with greater knowledge of the world and 

its people, with an expanded sense of history and 

culture.  Television may even stimulate students to 

read, at least about what they have seen on the screen.

Study 1:

by Neil Postman
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Neil Postman’s Research

Neil Postman conducted a survey a few years back on 

the subject of the Iranian hostage crisis.

Neil Postman’s Choice of Subject

I chose this subject (the Iranian hostage crisis) because 

it was alluded to on television everyday for more than 

a year ….  The questions I asked were very simple and 

did not require a deep knowledge.
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Questions Neil Postman Asked

� Where is Iran?

� What language do Iranians speak?

� Where did the Shah come from?

� What does “Ayatollah” mean?

What Neil Postman Found

I found that almost everybody knew practically 

nothing about Iran.  And those who did know 

something said they had learnt it from Newsweek or 

Time or the New York Times (not from the television).  

Television, in other words, is not the great information 

machine.
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Neil Postman’s Conclusion

Most people seem to know of many things, but about 

very little.

大多數人好像知道很多東西，但深入了解確很少

Study 2:

by Cunningham 
and Stanovich
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Carroll, Davies & Richman (1971)

�November 1969

�Word-frequency study

�Sampled 5,088,721 words of running text from 500-

word samples taken from 1,045 different publications 

‒ textbooks, workbooks, kits, novels, poetry, general 

nonfiction, encyclopedias and magazines

Carroll, Davies & Richman (1971)

�Made a list of 86,741 different words

�American Heritage Intermediate (AHI) Corpus

�American Heritage School Dictionary

Carroll, J.B., Davies, P., & Richman, B. (1971). Word 
frequency book. Boston: Houghton Mifflin.
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Carroll, Davies & Richman (1971)

1st – the

10th – it

100th – know

1,000th – pass

5,000th – vibrate

9,000th – shrimp

10,000th – whooping

16,000th – amplifier

86,741st – trespasses

Results: Printed Text

Type Rank of Median Word Rare words* per 
1,000

Abstracts of scientific 
articles

4389 128.0

Newspapers 1690 68.3

Popular magazines 1399 65.7

Adult books 1058 52.7

Comic books 867 53.5

Children’s books 627 30.9

Preschool books 578 16.3

* a rare word is one with a rank lower than 10,000
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Results: Television Texts

Type Rank of Median Word Rare words per 1,000

Popular prime-time adult 
shows

490 22.7

Popular prime-time 
children’s shows

543 20.2

Cartoon shows 598 30.8

Mr. Rogers and Sesame 
Street

413 2.0

Results: Adult Speech

Type Rank of Median Word Rare words per 1,000

Expert witness testimony 1008 28.4

College graduates to 
fiends, spouses

496 17.3
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Oral vs Written Text

� display

� dominance

� dominant

� exposure

� equate

� equation

� gravity

� hormone

� infinite

� invariably

� literal

� Legitimate

� luxury

� maneuver

� participation

� portray

� provoke

� relinquish

� reluctantly

These words are rarely
found in oral texts.

Cunningham and Stanovich’s Conclusion

There is a large difference in lexical 

richness between speech and print.

Speech is lexically impoverished, 

compared to the written language.

文字與會話用的詞彙豐富度有極大的不同，

比起文字，會話用的詞彙較貧乏。
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Put Simply …

If you don’t read, you will 
only learn easy words.

假如您不閱讀，只會一些簡
單的字句

Let’s Look at Some Figures

% Independent Reading Minutes 
Per Day

Words Read Per Year

98 65.0 4,358,000

90 21.1 1,823,000

80 14.2 1,146,000

70 9.6 622,000

60 6.5 432,000

50 4.6 282,000

40 3.2 200,000

30 1.3 106,100

20 0.7 21,000

10 0.1 8,000

2 0.0 0
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Study 3:

by Evans, Kelley, 
Sikora and Treiman

Survey with one Main Question

� About how many books were there around in your family’s 

house when you were 14 years old?

� None

� 1 or 2

� Around 10

� Around 20

� Around 50

� Around 100

� Around 200

� Around 500

� 1000 or more

followed by items on 
parents’ education 
and occupation
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Results: Number of Books (Overall)

� No books at home – 10%

� Around 10 books – 23%

� Around 25 – 16%

� Around 75 – 33%

� 500+ – 18%

� Average ‒ 112

Results: Children’s Educational Attainment
結果:兒童的教育素養

� Children who grow up in homes without books 

complete 6.8 years of formal education

� Children from homes with 500+ books get 13.7 years

of formal education

They have an advantage of 6.9 years of formal 

education

平常在家有讀500本書已上的兒童，在十四歲

時比沒有在家有閱讀習慣的兒童多了6.9年的

正規教育基礎
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Results: Children’s Educational Attainment

Books in parents’ 
home

Formal Education 
(years)

None 6.8

Around 10 9.0

Around 25 10.8

Around 75 12.2

Around 500+ 13.7

13.7 ‒ 6.8 = 6.9 years

Study 4:

by Schugar, Carol and 
Schugar (2014)
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Ebooks

� Ebooks have the potential to change the way students read 

and consume text because of their interactivity and 

convenience

� Traditional books include words, pictures, graphics

� Ebooks contain sounds, pictures, videos and narrations

� These features have been (so far) assumed to be “good”

Their Questions

�Are ebooks really “good”?

�What is the impact of ebooks on 

comprehension?
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Schugar, Carol and Schugar argues that …

sounds, pictures, videos and narrations

� could distract from reading (research found that children 

spent 43% of their ebook engagement time playing games 

rather than reading

� could tax children’s working memory

� divert the readers attention away from the text, rather than 

provide meaningful interactions

“Seductive Details Effect”

� Garner, Gillingham and White (1989)

� Distracting information both embedded in text 

and adjacent to the text diverts readers’ 

attention away from the main ideas, causing 

students to attempt to construct meaning 

around the seductive details instead
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Ebook Design

� Careful attention to ebook design is critical, so that 
books support children’s attention to text

� The design has to include multimedia features, and 
facilitate children’s acquisition and application of 
reading skills and strategies

� However … the quality for ebooks vary wildly 
because the app market allows for distribution of 
materials without a rigorous review process

More Caution is Necessary

Schugar, Carol and Schugar
suggest four criteria, and three 
actions for ebooks
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The Four Criteria When Choosing Ebooks

Look for ebooks:

� that enhance and extend interactions with the 
text rather than those that offer only distractions 
(distract, support, or extend?)

� that promote interactions that are relatively brief 
rather than time-consuming

� that provides support for making text-based 
inferences or understanding difficult vocabulary

� That locates interactions on the same page as the 
text display, rather than on a separate page

Main Idea

Beware of Gimmicks!
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Three Critical Actions After Selection

Parents and teachers:

� must help children use ebooks effectively (e.g., by 
familiarizing the child with the features of the ebook)

� must help children transfer what they know about 
print reading to e-reading (bookmarking, 
annotating, highlighting, summarizing, identifying 
the main ideas, …)

� must ensure that children do not overuse ebook
features (e.g., the electronic dictionary, or the read-
to-me option), as this disrupts reading fluidity and 
comprehension

Some Statistics
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Prison Inmates
監獄罪犯

70% of prison inmates fall into the lowest two 

levels of reading proficiency

More than 60% of all prison inmates are 

functionally illiterate

70%的監獄罪犯連最基礎的第二級閱讀能力測

驗都過不了，超過60%的罪犯是文盲。

Juveniles

85% of juveniles in the juvenile court system are 

functionally illiterate

Inmates have a 16% chance of returning to prison if 

they receive literacy help, as opposed to 70% who 

receive no help

85%的青少年在青少年罪犯法庭是文盲，這些罪犯如

果有受過讀寫課程輔導只有16%會再回籠，相對於沒

有接受輔導高達70%會回籠。
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Conclusion

Low literacy, illiteracy, and 
reading failure are strongly 
related to crime.

讀寫能力差，文盲，或有讀寫
障礙的的人非常容易和犯罪有
關聯。

Implications

What do these results 
mean or libraries?
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Thank You


